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Abstract Online Chat Communities (OCC) are electronic communities used for
real-time interactions. OCC are typically used for providing technical support for
new releases of software, coordination during software development and for so-
cial interactions. Our motivation is to provide users of OCC with an assistance
mechanism to enable informed interactions. Even though OCC have recurring in-
teractions among participants, knowledge derived from past interactions is not
utilized for improvement of present and future interactions. More acutely, the ex-
pertise available and social relations among all the active community participants
are not identified for the benefit of everyone.

Network science provides means to identify expertise and social relations among
participants. Here we present a set of profiling techniques for OCC based on the
network science approach. Application of our approach on Internet Relay Chat
(IRC) communities shows that the social network interactions of participants fol-
low exponential power laws. We have modeled conversation between two partici-
pants as a temporal edge of a graph. We find that two party conversation charac-
teristics can be described by exponential equations. Here we propose an approach
which involves a context-sensitive labeling of network nodes for authority based on
node neighbourhood leading to identification of experts. We identify the evolving
sub-communities of OCC using the InfoMaps community detection algorithm. We
also show the invariance of the results suggested by our analysis framework for
OCC conversations.
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1 Introduction

Online Chat Communities (OCC) are essential for technical support, collaborative
software development and online social interactions. For providing technical sup-
port, effective operation of OCC is essential for a new technology being accepted
by users without too much discomfort. An instance of one online chat community
which has proliferated into multiple, overlapping sub-communities is Ubuntu IRC
ecosystem [1]. There is a need to understand the structure and dynamics of these
communities and use this knowledge to enhance user experience.

OCC communities like the IRC channels, being pseudo-synchronous commu-
nication media, are rarely static in nature. The user churn is high and there exists
an ebb and flow of conversation on OCC. Such temporal dynamics lead to rapid
changes in the online social networks induced by the interactions between users.

A study on the network properties of IRC online communities provide insights
into the usage patterns of the OCC. Such insights can facilitate better chat software
and enable personalized chat clients. Most of the existing chat software do not take
the past interactions into account in rearranging the user interface. Even worse,
there are no active research efforts to enhance the online community experience
of a user.

Previous research efforts on online communities have focused on separation
of one-to-one conversations from common community history [2]. Because of the
idiosyncrasies of IRC users and the ambiguity of natural languages, detection of
interactions between users from the IRC logs is a non-deterministic task [3,2].
Social network analysis techniques have mostly been applied to the analysis of
directed message exchange platforms such as Facebook, and Twitter [4]. An effort
to discover value from community activity was done by Anderson et al. [5] on
the StackOverflow Question Answer site. None of the above mentioned commu-
nities are pseudo-synchronous real-time chat communities. Hence the approaches
developed for the analysis of social networks such as online forums, Facebook and
Twitter are not directly applicable to online chat communities (OCC) like the IRC
channels.

Here we are developing a dynamic view of OCC. The focus is on the dynamic
nature of these communities while profiling both the communities and the users.
We are interested in solving three practical problems which arise in OCC. The first
problem is the initiation of a user into an online community. The second problem
is to have an understanding of how the experts and users are collaborating to
solve the issues raised. The third problem we solve is the users need to direct their
questions to the appropriate topic experts. These are not simple problems as the
community itself changes from active to a relatively passive entity periodically.

We propose a three-pronged analysis framework consisting of channel, net-
work and user profiles. Channel profile indicates the macro characteristics of user
interactions in a community. Network profile uses the social network analysis tech-
niques to help reveal the complex community structure. User profile helps with
the identification of community experts.

A summary of the results obtained using our analysis framework are as follows:
– A method for creation of statistical distribution on the parameters of conver-

sation characteristics for a channel/community. (Sec 4)
– Social network analysis on OCC to identify hubs and experts. (Sec 5)
– Identification of topic experts in a community. (Sec 6)
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– Experimental results on IRC channels dataset described in Sec 3.1 obtained
using our analysis framework. (Sec 4 to 6)

2 Related work

In this section we highlight previous works that have explored the social network
analytic methods for the study of online question answer and chat communities
like IRC. Three relevant social network construction measures, namely temporal
proximity, temporal density and temporal decay, have been defined to construct
temporal social network graphs of an IRC community. PieSpy developed by Paul
Mutton et al. [3] can construct social networks of users on an IRC community and
the channel similarity graph of the selected IRC communities.They also propose
a conversation style visualization to deduce dyadic (two people)/multiparticipant
(more than two people) conversations of a single participant. Statistical analysis on
temporal proximity of the chat messages has been performed by John McIntire et
al. [6]. Visualization techniques have been designed for social networks platforms
including Crystal Chat application by Annie Tat et al, VizSter by John Heer et
al. [7].

Structural properties of OCC like Ubuntu communities have been studied by
Vladimir Gligorijević et al. [8]. Structural network analysis and the text mining
analysis labeled Ubuntu Chat Corpus of Ubuntu-beginners IRC community has
been done by Tanmay Sinha et al. [9]. The aggregate network structure and prop-
erties of the IRC communities have been studied by Paul Mutton et al. [3] and
Vladimir Gligorijević et al. [8].

A survey of multiparticipant chat analysis has been done by David Uthus
et al. [2] providing a comprehensive survey of efforts to delineate the conversa-
tions of users from the common logs. This survey classifies the multiparticipant
chat analysis among the following categories: chat preprocessing, chat room fea-
ture processing, thread disentanglement, attribute identification, user profiling, so-
cial phenomenon description and automatic summarization. Three different graph
models – aggregate model, time window model and edge decay model – have been
proposed for study of online social networks by Wenlei Xie et al. [10].

Community detection has also received attention from social network research-
ers [11]. Informally, a cluster or community can be considered as a set of entities
that are closer to each other [12]. The work by Kristen N. Bales et al. [13] de-
fines quantitative parameters for defining the quality of communities detected in
a network. CM Chen et al. [14] propose minimum span clustering (MSC) for hi-
erarchical clustering and visualization of network communities. Infomaps [15] is
a community detection algorithm that works natively on directed and weighted
graphs. Jun Zhang et al. [16] perform a comparative analysis of graph and non-
graph based community detection approaches using Java Forum online community
as a case study. Sang H. Lee et al. [17] perform community detection on multilayer
networks. We perform analysis on multiple OCC using the InfoMaps algorithm.
Unlike previous works, we create presence / co-presence networks and perform
community analysis on its components.

In social networks, few nodes play important roles in facilitating network inter-
actions. These nodes have historically been called hubs [18,19] and are typically
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identified using centrality measures [20]. There has also been some work in iden-
tifying the roles of nodes in a network [21–23]. Christopher S. Campbell et al.
[24] use email community as a case study to prove the superiority of HITS-based
expert identification to using content extraction using keywords. We identify the
roles a network node plays by utilizing HITS algorithm proposed by Jon Kleinberg
[25].

De Domenico et al. [26] created a tool named MuxViz to perform three-
dimensional visualization of multilayer networks. We utilize network visualization
techniques available in igraph [27] to illustrate the network structure, communities
and the network dynamism.

3 Analysis Methodology

3.1 Dataset description

We have analyzed the IRC log datasets of ScummVM [28] IRC community, Slack-
ware operating system (OS) IRC community [29] and Ubuntu IRC ecosystem [1].
ScummVM is a gaming virtual machine used for running Arcade games on PCs.
Slackware is a classic Linux OS distribution. Ubuntu IRC ecosystem is the collec-
tion of all IRC communities dedicated to the development of Ubuntu OS and its’
derivatives. A summary of the three datasets under consideration is provided in
Table 1. The users column specifies the number of active users active in a commu-
nity; directed interactions specifies the number of conversations observed on the
community.

Ubuntu IRC ecosystem is a flourishing set of IRC communities. Ubuntu IRC
ecosystem started off as one community in 2003 and proliferated to 169 commu-
nities by January, 2017. We study thirty-six largest communities of Ubuntu IRC
ecosystem based on the total number of messages exchanged on the community
in January, 2013. We study ScummVM IRC community; ScummVM community
is a dedicated community of gamers who modify point-and-click adventure games
to run on different OS platforms. We also consider Slackware OS community; this
is a single online chat community catering to the online communication needs
of Slackware OS developers. In total, we analyze thirty eight online communities
(36 Ubuntu IRC communities + Slackware community + ScummVM community)
for validating our analysis framework. Here we present the results of three com-
munities, namely KUbuntu-devel, ScummVM and Slackware, as case studies to
illustrate the proposed analysis framework.

As part of preprocessing, we transform the logs of the given online community
using the following steps

1. Consider dataset of a community for time periods spanning from one month
to one year.

2. Remove status messages and user action messages. These two types of messages
are non-explicit interaction messages.

3. Remove undirected messages. Sometimes users send a message without any
target user. We ignore such undirected messages in our analysis.
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Table 1 Description of the datasets under consideration.

Community Log Availability Statistics for the chosen time period

starting
month

ending month chosen month(s) users directed
messages

KUbuntu-devel Apr-2005 May-2017 Jan, 2013 89 3130
ScummVM Jan-2003 May-2017 Jan-Jun, 2016 175 6632
Slackware OS Jan-2005 Dec-2014 Jan, 2013 337 6999

3.2 Description of problems to be addressed

The three major problems faced by the Online Chat Communities (OCC) are:

1. How to improve the quality of initial community experience for a user?
OCC follow a predictable diurnal pattern [30], which means a daily peak and
trough in the community activities. A user would benefit from knowing the
availability times of the other community members. The expected response
time for a question posted in a given OCC is not always known to a user. In
Section 4 we describe a Channel profile which will give knowledge of the
active periods and conversation characteristics of the community.

2. How to determine and take advantage of the community structure of an online
community?
The membership of sub-communities and the their topics of interest change
with time. In a shared ecosystem such as Ubuntu IRC communities, mul-
tiple OCC have shared user base. In any community, there would also be
active intermediaries (hubs) who facilitate community activities. To identify
sub-communities and hubs, we have created a Network profile using the
presence and message exchange social networks. The degree distribution and
user community analysis has been described in Section 5.

3. How to determine and leverage the interest/expertise of active users in direct-
ing community interactions?
Users need information regarding the names of experts in various topics. The
experts may be answering questions in multiple topics across various sub-
communities; it is also common for users to change their screen usernames.
In Section 6 we present a method of obtaining User profile using user track-
ing and building a Keyword digest. We also obtain details of the existing expert
sub-communities in an OCC using keyword clustering techniques. We also es-
timate the active users (interlocutors) and experts (authoritative users) based
on graph-based approaches.

3.3 Outline of our analysis framework

Our analysis framework consists of techniques for analysis of temporal, network
and user dynamics of an OCC. We utilize chat community history for a month at a
time. Where necessary, we construct time window networks from chat community
history of one month duration. For low activity communities such as ScummVM,
we consider six months to one year of logs for analysis. Our analysis spans chat
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preprocessing, chat room feature processing, and social phenomenon description
categories as proposed by David Uthus et al. [2].

The essential building blocks of our analysis framework are:
– Channel Profile

– Activity graph
– Conversation characteristics

– Network Profile
– Presence and message exchange social networks
– Network analysis on social networks – degree distribution and user com-

munities
– User Profile

– User tracking
– Keyword digest for users and communities
– Identification of experts and hubs

Sections 4 to 6 provide further details of our analysis framework.

4 Channel Profile

4.1 Activity Graph

The dynamic profile of a community is made by looking at its activity levels at
various time slots of a day. We can visualize the activities using activity graphs
/ heatmaps. These can help the users get an idea about the activity level on the
community, for example, the peak hours. On OCC this knowledge of time-sensitive
activity increase the chance of participating in active conversations during specific
times of a day.

To estimate the user activity on an online community, we divide the 24 hours
of a day into 48 bins of 30 minutes each; each bin consists of the number of
messages sent during that particular time interval. The daily bins are aggregated
into monthly bins.

4.2 Conversation Characteristics

We use three parameters to gauge the conversation characteristics. These are:

1. Response time(RT) - This refers to the response time of a message i.e. the
best guess for the time at which one can expect a reply for his/her message.

2. Conversation Length(CL) - The length of time for which two users com-
municate i.e. if a message is not replied to within RT, then it is considered as
a part of another conversation.

3. Conversation Refresh Time(CRT) - For a pair of users, this refers to the
time when one conversation ends and another one starts. Fig. 1 provides an
illustration of RT, CL and CRT definitions. These three quantities are very
useful in determining the conversation characteristics of an online community.

To obtain the probability density function (pdf) for all the three aforemen-
tioned parameters (RT, CL and CRT), we used the conversations in our prepro-
cessed dataset. To get an estimate of the cutoff time for RT, we consider the lowest
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Fig. 1 Definitions for estimation of conversation characteristics on an online community.
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(a) Response time (RT) pdf plot
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Fig. 2 Estimation of three conversation parameters for three Ubuntu IRC communities. The
plots show probability density functions (pdf).

value of RT whose pdf is less than one percent. If a message is replied to after the
RT cutoff time, then we consider the message to be a part of next conversation
between the same two users.

Using the value for RT obtained, we estimate the best possible value for the
conversation length (CL). We consider two consecutive messages as part of the
same conversation as long as the message arrival time difference between two
consecutive messages is not greater than the RT cutoff time. We use the one percent
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cutoff methodology to find CL cutoff time. We use RT and CL cutoff values to find
the conversation refresh time (CRT). By definition, CRT of a community would
always be greater than the RT cutoff time. Fig. 2 shows the plots of probability
density functions for RT, CL and CRT for three of the Ubuntu IRC communities.

4.3 Experimental Results

Activity Graph
The activity graph visualization of community activity is shown in Fig. 3a. Fig.

3b shows a heatmap for the KUbuntu-devel community with its rows representing
months of a year and the columns representing the time interval bins. We observe
that the communities are active only during specific periods of a day.
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(a) Activity graphs of the three communities for the chosen time periods.

(b) Heatmap of KUbuntu-devel for all the months of the year 2013. Each row of heatmap
represents on month of activity.

Fig. 3 Activity graph and heatmap visualization for illustrating community activity. The
24-hour time period is divided into 48 time bins and represented on x-axis. The cumulative
number of messages exchanged in each 30 minute time bin over a month is shown on y-axis.
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Table 2 Curve fit parameters of ae−bx + c for conversation characteristics. The OCC are
KUbuntu-devel and ScummVM communities.

KUbuntu-devel (Jan, 2013) ScummVM (Jan-Jun, 2016)

a b c MSE a b c MSE

CL 0.46 1.94 0.0 3.36 × 10−5 0.51 2.04 0.00 2.16 × 10−5

CRT 0.003 0.009 0.02 2.33 × 10−5 0.0 0.01 0.0 0
RT 0.27 0.39 0 1.43 × 10−5 0.16 0.326 0 3.4 × 10−6

Conversation Characteristics

We calculate the three parameters of conversation characteristics for KUbuntu-
devel and ScummVM communities. We plot the probability density function (pdf)
of the three parameters of conversation characteristics in Fig. 2. Table 2 gives the
curve fit parameters on the RT, CL and CRT pdf plots for KUbuntu-devel and
ScummVM communities.

It is pertinent to note that for KUbuntu-devel community, most of the mes-
sages in a conversation get replies within 2 minutes. Our analysis shows the the
conversations on online chat communities are of short duration in nature. Using
the one percent cutoff value methodology on different communities, we find that
most of the response times (RTs) are in the range of 7 to 9 minutes. The conver-
sation length (CL) cutoff value on KUbuntu-devel community comes out to be 10
minutes. These cutoff time values are useful in calculating the parameters for a
probabilistic edge decay model of a social network induced by an OCC. We have
performed this analysis on top-36 communities in Ubuntu IRC ecosystem and find
that all the communities conform to conversation characteristics described by an
exponential equation, ae−bx+c. The parameters values of curve fit equations used
to describe the conversation characteristics are given in Table 2.

5 Network Profile

5.1 Kinds of Networks

Online communities can be modeled as social networks based on two parameters:
first is the presence and second is the message exchange. The presence parameter
helps us track the presence of a user on OCC and the co-presence of a pair of
users on an online community (communities). The message exchange parameter
helps us track the frequency of message exchanges between two users of an online
community.

A presence network can be obtained by tracking the activity of a user on
various communities. We constructed the presence social network for Ubuntu IRC
communities using the following network construction conventions. All the online
communities and users become vertices of the network. The edges themselves are
of three kinds:

1. Community - User (CU) presence network
The edge between an online community and a user indicates the presence of a
user on a community. The edge weight is equal to the number of days a user
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is active on the community. We represent all the community to user edges in
Acu adjacency matrix.

2. Community - Community (CC) co-presence network
The edge between any two communities indicates the presence of common users
among the communities. The edge weight is equal to the number of common
users between the two communities as observed over the selected time period.
We represent all the community to community edges in Acc adjacency matrix.

3. User - User (UU) co-presence network
The edge between any two users indicates the co-presence of two users on one
or more communities. The edge weight is equal to the number of days on which
these two users have appeared on a community at the same time. If a pair of
users appear on k communities on a day, then the corresponding edge weight
gets incremented by k. We represent all the user to user edges in Auu adjacency
matrix.
The message exchange social network can be constructed based on the direct

chat messages exchanged between the users. In this network, users are modeled
as vertices; each message adds or increments the weight of the directed edge from
the sender to the directed receiver. As a result, we get a directed and weighted
social network. Undirected messages are ignored in the construction of message
exchange social network.

5.2 Degree Distribution

To understand the network characteristics of the online communities, it is im-
perative to study the properties of their social networks. The node in-degree and
out-degree distributions are the starting points in this kind of social network anal-
ysis.

On community-community (CC) and community-user(CU) presence social net-
works, two communities with higher edge weight indicates higher potential overlap
in user interactions. This higher potential overlap translates to either overlapping
topics or overlapping set of users with disjoint topics of interest. On user-user (UU)
presence social networks, the node degree indicates the potential for interaction
between users.

On message exchange social networks, the node degree distribution is our pri-
mary estimate for determining the expertise/interest and the level of activity of
a user on an online community. For online communities focusing on learning and
problem solving using a bulletin board approach, it is generally observed that a
node with a higher in-degree represents a user with a higher level of expertise since
a large number of messages (queries) are directed to that person.

5.3 User Communities

A social network community is defined as a subset of nodes within the OCC
graph such that connections between the nodes are denser than connections with
the rest of the network [31]. We detect social network sub-communities on the
message exchange social networks of an online community. We find that different
time windows are suitable to obtain community structure of the message exchange
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social network. The daily logs of Ubuntu and Slackware communities don’t have
enough user interactions while yearly logs only reinforce the structure obtained
from the analysis of monthly logs. The ScummVM community is a low-traffic
community; hence, we chose six month time period to have sufficient data for
analysis of user communities.

Studying these closely-knit sub-communities helps in making predictions about
future communications between users on an online community. Users forming
sub-communities at deeper hierarchical levels are bound to again interact among
themselves compared to users who belong to separate social network communi-
ties. Moreover, sub-communities within an online community sometimes represent
specialization of subtopics, i.e., in certain cases, social network communities get
divided by user expertise on different subtopics discussed in online communities.

We use Infomaps community detection algorithm [15] to detect sub-communi-
ties on the message exchange social network. Infomaps works on both the di-
rected and the undirected graphs to produce non-overlapping clusters of sub-
communities.

5.4 Experimental Results

We construct the adjacency matrices of the two social networks – presence and co-
presence network and message exchange social network for Ubuntu communities.
We construct message exchange social network for all the three communities. Since
presence and co-presence network requires two or more overlapping communities,
it is not possible to construct these networks for ScummVM and Slackware commu-
nities. Tables 3 and 4 show the network statistics of all the communities analyzed
in this paper. The community-community network of Ubuntu IRC ecosystem for
the month of January, 2013 is shown in Fig. 4.
Degree Distribution

We derive the degree distribution analysis of the message exchange social net-
work for all the three communities. The node degrees, both in-degree and out-
degree, are highly concentrated. In the case of KUbuntu-devel, we observe that

CC CU UU rCC rCU rUU

Nodes 158 15,667 15,391 30 130 100
Edges 3,065 20,535 3.3 million 435 509 1,727

Table 3 Network statistics for presence networks of the Ubuntu ecosystem. The nomecla-
ture is as follows: CC corresponds to Community-Community network; CU corresponds to
Community-User network; UU corresponds to User-User network; a prefix of r implies the
corresponding network has been reduced to top-30 channels and / or top-100 users.

Community Nodes Edges

KUbuntu-devel 89 392
Slackware 337 1,882
ScummVM 175 1,190
KUbuntu-devel + Ubuntu-devel + KUbuntu 602 2,260

Table 4 Network statistics for message exchange networks of the selected online communities.
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Fig. 4 Arc diagram of community-community network for January, 2013

Table 5 Curve fit parameters for degree distribution plots of presence social networks gen-
erated from Ubuntu IRC communities. The presence networks are undirected networks,
hence only the degree distribution is shown. The given parameters are for the line logNd
= −γlogd+K.

CC Network CU Network UU Network

γ K R2 MSE γ K R2 MSE γ K R2 MSE

degree
distribution

-0.33 1.60 0.36 0.17 -2.04 7.3 0.97 0.09 -0.38 3.22 0.39 0.22

Table 6 Curve fit parameters for degree distribution plots of message exchange social networks
generated from KUbuntu-devel, Slackware and ScummVM communities. The given parameters
are for the line logNd = −γlogd+K.

KUbuntu-devel Slackware ScummVM

γ K R2 MSE γ K R2 MSE γ K R2 MSE

out-degree
distribu-
tion

-0.63 2.18 0.66 0.16 -1.19 4.32 0.95 0.04 -0.68 2.50 0.72 0.15

in-degree
distribution

-0.69 2.4 0.67 0.18 -1.35 4.82 0.90 0.09 -0.97 3.48 0.85 0.13

the node degrees range from 1 to 9. The node degree distributions graphs are
shown in Fig. 5. As illustrated in Fig. 5d to 5f, the degree distributions of message
exchange social networks closely fit exponential power law.

We perform curve fit on degree distributions using exponential power law equa-
tions given in Equation 1.

Nd = eKd−γ (1)

logNd = −γlogd+K (2)

where,
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d = node degree
Nd = number of nodes with node degree d
γ = exponent for node degree d
K = exponent for coefficient (scaling factor)

The degree distribution curve fit parameters for presence social networks are
shown in Table 5. Table 6 shows the curve fit parameters, namely γ and K of
Equation 1 for all the three communities. We find that message exchange social
networks of all the communities we considered are scale free in nature. Of the three
presence social networks shown in Fig. 5, only CU and UU presence networks follow
predictable degree distribution patterns.
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Fig. 5 Node degree distributions for the four kinds of social network constructed on the OCC
under study. The data is for January, 2013 for Ubuntu IRC communities and Slackware. The
data is for Jan-June, 2016 for ScummVM community.
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User Communities

We construct the message exchange social network of all the three communities.
On the social network thus constructed, we perform community detection using
Infomaps [15] algorithm. The constructed message exchange social network and
the detected communities are shown in Fig. 6. The thickness of an edge indicates
the intensity of interaction between two users. All the vertices of one community

(a) KUbuntu - Jan 2015, cutoff=0 (b) KUbuntu - Jun 2015, cutoff=0

(c) Slackware - Jan 2013, cutoff=10 (d) Slackware - Jun 2013, cutoff=10

(e) ScummVM - Jan 2016, cutoff=0 (f) ScummVM - Jun 2016, cutoff=0

Fig. 6 Evolution of sub-communities in the message exchange social network of OCC. Each
community is given a different color. The networks are for the months of January and June.
Cutoff numbers refers to the minimum edge weight threshold considered for sub-community
detection purposes. In the case of Slackware, only the edges with weight greater than 10 are
considered for sub-community detection. For the KUbuntu and ScummVM communities, all
the edges have been considered.
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are given one color. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the sub-communities evolve with
time. Fig. 6 shows sub-communities of the three OCC as they evolve from January
to December for different years.

The code lengths generated by Infomap community detection algorithm for the
three OCC are shown in Tables 8 and 7. We find that the average clustering coeffi-
cients remain stable within each community. For illustration purposes, we provide
a summary of the presence and co-presence social networks of Ubuntu communi-
ties. We prune social networks to the top-30 communities and the top-100 users
from all the communities. The sub-communities detected on the presence social
networks of Ubuntu IRC communities are illustrated in Fig. 7. We also perform
sub-community detection on multiple OCC. We construct multi OCC message ex-
change social networks by combining the message history logs of KUbuntu-devel,
KUbuntu and Ubuntu-devel communities for the month of January, 2013. On this
multi OCC social network, we perform sub-community detection. The resulting

(a) Sub-communities among top-30 Ubuntu
IRC communities.

(b) Sub-communities among top-100 Ubuntu
users.

(c) Sub-communities among top-30 Ubuntu
Channels and top-100 users. User nodes are
illustrated in circular shape whereas channel
nodes are illustrated in rectangular shape.

Fig. 7 Sub-communities detected on the presence and co-presence social networks of Ubuntu
IRC ecosystem for January, 2013. The number of communities has been reduced from 160 to
top-30 communities by activity and the number of users have been reduced from more than
15,000 to top-100. These two reductions have been done to illustrate the community networks.
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Table 7 Code length for the presence social networks of the Ubuntu IRC communities. The
code length has been calculated using InfoMaps community detection algorithm. The results
are for the month of Jan, 2013.

CC Network CU Network UU Network Description

6.36 8.15 12.18 complete network
4.74 6.13 6.05 reduced network

(top-30 channels and top-100
users)

Table 8 Code length for the message exchange social networks of the three communities. The
code length has been calculated using InfoMaps community detection algorithm.

Month KUbuntu-devel Slackware Duration ScummVM

Jan, 2013 4.79 6.93 Jan-Jun, 2016 6.15
Jun, 2013 4.97 7.37 Jul-Dec, 2016 5.62

communities are illustrated in Fig. 8. The message exchange graph generated from
the three mentioned communities is subjected to edge filtering , i.e., removal of all
edges with edge weight below 10. The edge filtering does not effect the nature of
communities detected, but is only used for visual clarity. All the sub-communities
predominantly belong to one OCC. Thus, the images clearly illustrate a clean iso-
lation of social interactions among members of different OCC.

(a) January (b) June
Color Legend: Red - KUbuntu-devel; Green - KUbuntu; Blue - Ubuntu-devel

Fig. 8 Communities detected in multi-OCC analysis on Ubuntu-devel, KUbuntu and
KUbuntu-devel communities for the year 2013. The message exchange graph generated from
the three mentioned communities is subjected to an edge weight cutoff of 10. Each vertex in
the given graphs corresponds to one user and the color of a vertex corresponds to one OCC.
A user is mapped to one OCC in which (s)he has most presence in the selected time window.
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6 User Profile

6.1 User Tracking

The social structure of online chat communities (OCC) greatly depends on indi-
vidual characteristics of the users participating in these online communities. Some
users tend to be very creative with their usernames, changing username from time
to time. Users searching for experts face difficulty in keeping track of expert users
who constantly change their username. We track a user by reading the past logs of
OCC and then grouping all the usernames belonging to a user. This is beneficial as
most users keep switching between previously used usernames from time to time.

Users can be active participants on several channels/communities as per their
interests. These traits, if tracked, can shed light on a users’ interests. This knowl-
edge of user interests can be useful in improving the design of online chat software
user interfaces. We identify interlocutors and experts of a community using HITS
algorithm [25]. HITS algorithm can be used to provide hubs and experts from a
network. Hubs play the role of interlocutors and the authorities in our case are the
topic experts of a community. We can harness the information on experts for the
benefit of the user community. For example questions can be directed to experts
interested in the topic or users can be provided with a list of experts related to
their topic(s) of interest.

6.2 Keyword Digest

We analyze the interests of a user on an online community by investigating the
contents of all the messages sent by that specific user. We perform Term Frequency-
Inverted Document Frequency (TF-IDF) text mining analysis [32] on the user
messages by considering each user to be a document. All the messages sent by a
user become part of one document named after that user. In order to not distort our
results from low sample space, we only consider documents (users) that have more
than hundred words. After performing TF-IDF analysis, we obtain a normalized
keyword digest for each user. We select top-10 words of the feature vector to
represent the keyword digest of the user.

Using a keyword’s normalized score in the feature vector, weights can be as-
signed to users’ keywords which demonstrates their interest/expertise on different
topics. Using these keyword weights, users of a community would be in a better
position to approach the right expert to resolve their issues. A keyword related list
of experts can also be provided to a user. We also obtain the interests of an OCC
by performing the term frequency analysis on the corpus of messages exchanged
in the OCC.

6.3 Experimental Results

User Tracking
We have tracked username changes of users on the three Online Chat Com-

munities (OCC). Using this we can detect the presence of a user on multiple
communities. Fig. 9a shows the username changes of a particular user. Fig. 9b
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Table 9 Top four clusters and the top-10 terms in each of these clusters.

Cluster ID Keywords (normalized word frequency)

Cluster 1: postpone (0.34), assignment (0.34), ppas (0.3), newer (0.28), contribute (
0.28), official (0.26), backport (0.26), rekonq (0.25), repos (0.25), backports
(0.25)

Cluster 2: libphonon (0.31), branch (0.31), sync (0.26), ubuntu (0.26), dev (0.26), ppa
(0.23), version (0.2), main (0.19), ksnakeduel (0.17), kubuntu (0.16)

Cluster 3: lightdm (0.3), password (0.23), sudo (0.22), pattern (0.21), ahh (0.21), test
(0.2), crash (0.19), unlock (0.18), tab (0.16), chromium (0.16)

Cluster 4: kde (0.56), telepathy (0.55), text (0.29), show bug (0.28), cgi (0.26), depend
(0.24), bug (0.17), org (0.16), http (0.14), package (0.14)

shows a tree graph with a user as the root and all the communities visited by that
user as the leaves of the tree.

jackyalcine

Jacky_

zz_jackyalcine

zz_Jacky_

(a) Tracking username changes.

rafael

ubuntu

kubuntu

kubuntu_devel

(b) Communities visited by Rafael in January,
2013.

Fig. 9 Username and community tracking for building User profile.

Keyword Digest

We produce keyword digest for all the users of a community for the month of
January, 2013. We use normalized word frequency text mining (Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency, in short TF-IDF) technique to generate top-10 key-
words for each user. A sample result is shown in Fig. 10. Table 10 shows the
representative keywords for user clusters obtained from k-means text mining anal-
ysis.

We identify the experts and interlocutors of an OCC using HITS algorithm.
The results of HITS algorithm are correlated with the top-users identified using
keyword digests generated using TF-IDF approach. The results of the HITS algo-
rithm and keyword digest performed on truncated message exchange social net-
work of KUbuntu-devel community is illustrated in Fig. 11. The results of HITS
algorithm and keyword digest show strong correlation. As seen in communities, be-
cause of dynamism on message exchange social network, even the results of HITS
algorithm show variations on a monthly basis.

jussi lightdm (0.025), test (0.025), crash (0.01875), password (0.01875), kde (0.01875),
sudo (0.01875), atm (0.01875), ppa (0.0125), ahh (0.0125), chromium (0.0125)

Fig. 10 Keyword digest for user jussi taken from KUbuntu-devel community logs. Numbers
in the braces indicate normalized frequencies/weights.
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Legend:
Square - HITS Hubs (interlocutors); Red - HITS authority and top-user by keyword digest;
Green - HITS authority; Blue - top-user by keyword digest; Grey - regular user

Fig. 11 Result of HITS algorithm and top users identified by keyword digest on KUbuntu-
devel community.

7 Proposed solution to Objectives

The previous sections presented the analysis done and results obtained using our
framework. Here we present the models built using the parameters obtained which
will help in solving the three problems presented earlier.

7.1 Improve the quality of initial community experience for a user

We find that presenting an activity graph to the incoming user is the best approach
for indicating the general availability of community members. This practice ensures
that the user asks a question when the community is active; otherwise, the question
remains unanswered in an online chat community. The next feature is the answer
time. In case there is no answer within a time period of two times the RT, user
can be prompted to recast the question. Simultaneously a search for alternate sub-
community to direct the user can be undertaken using the keyword digest of the
community.

7.2 To analyze the community structure of OCC

The community structure including the various sub-communities is shown by the
social network feature of our analysis framework. The community structure reveals
the segregation of community members along topics of interest. More importantly,
the sub-communities evolve with time.
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7.3 To determine and leverage the interest/expertise of active users in directing
community interactions

Using the social networks described in Sec 5, relations between various sub-commu-
nities of users were found. This dynamics of activity in various sub-communities
can help experts plan their presence in the community. A practical application is
to use the keywords in the question asked by a user and to verify the suitability
of the question being asked in the particular sub-community. If yes, the question
can be continued. If a more suitable sub-community with expertise is available,
the user can be redirected to it.

8 Conclusion

We find that OCC users can benefit from use of our network science-based analysis
framework. We extract useful information from user interactions on OCC to pro-
vide feedback to users which in turn will lead to enhanced quality of interactions
on OCC.

We solve three major problems of OCC. First problem is to initiate a new user
into OCC; second problem is to identify sub-communities in an OCC; third prob-
lem is the identification of topic experts on a community. Our analysis framework
consisting of three profiles, namely channel, network and user profiles solves the
above mentioned problems of OCC. Our proposed channel and user profiles iden-
tify expert users on a channel and the likely time periods of expert availability. Our
proposed network profile identifies latent social networks on multiple OCC. These
social networks identify socially compatible group of active users with network
influence. We validate the existence and dynamism of OCC sub-communities by
using community detection algorithms. As part of network profile, we also identify
hubs and expert users of an OCC.

Our goal has been to look at OCC which function like Bulletin boards and
study their governing dynamics. We find that the characteristic features of OCC
are different from other Question Answering sites and online forums. Our analysis
framework makes OCC user friendly both for users with questions and for expertise
management. We feel that analysis such as the one proposed here can become
desirable for all OCC.
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Supplementary Material

The supplementary material for the paper is available at https://www.dropbox.com/
sh/m5byp1ea2ameqev/AAAWGblimBJ4hFXHR1IXihLxa?dl=1. The supplementary
material provides validation of the analysis framework presented in this paper.
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A Numerical heuristics used in the paper and their justification

Table 10 Justification for the numerical heuristics used in the paper.

Heuristic Value Used Justification

Cut off for Con-
versation char-
acteristics (RT,
CL, CRT)

1% Implies statistically significance of the cutoff. We
can choose a different value such as 5%, 10% and
the results do not change significantly.

Top keywords 10 The number is only used for illustrative purpose
only in the paper. Choosing top-N keywords directs
users attention to most important topics of a user
/ community. The analysis method is capable of
presenting all the keywords of a user / community.

Top users 100 These cutoffs were used only for visualization pur-
pose in the paper. They are not needed for analysis
at all. The analysis methods of network profile are
capable of working on large graphs with no upper
limits on the maximum graph size.

Top channels 30 These cutoffs were used only for visualization pur-
pose in the paper. They are not needed for analysis
at all. The analysis methods of network profile are
capable of working on large graphs with no upper
limits on the maximum graph size.

Minimum num-
ber of words for
including a user
in keyword di-
gest analysis

100 This was done to exclude the one off random mes-
sages. We think this is a reasonable minimum
threshold for a time period that is greater than a
month.

Stop word list nltk We considered the standard word list from NLTK
library.

Edge weight
cutoffs

0 / 10 / 20 These cutoffs were used only for visualization pur-
pose in the paper. They are not needed for analysis
at all.


